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Abstract

I argue that the concept of foreign rule can serve as a unifying concept to aid our
understanding of relationships of hierarchical domination, regardless of the identity
or the intentions of the foreign actor. Frequently, statebuilding, military occupations,
foreign regime change, trusteeship and peacekeeping are treated as unique concepts,
based largely on unit-level characteristics. Scholars examine the conditions that lead
to success in each sub-concept, but rarely branch to examine commonalities across
concepts. This leads to inaccurate case comparisons, mistaken policy recommenda-
tions, and the loss of local populations in discussions of foreign rule. I argue that a
relational structure approach shows commonalities among each and the problems of
separating each concept as a unique concept to study, rather than as a variation of
the same phenomena. Treating each as unique has allowed valuable knowledge of the
determinants of success and failure in foreign rule and establishing political order to
disappear as scholars and states seek to define their operations as new and unique.
Overall, I argue foreign rule allows the lessons from history to be brought back in to
modern discussions of hierarchical domination and encourages critical thinking about
determinants of success in ruling from afar.



As scholars have considered in depth how international hierarchy manifests itself in inter-

national politics, studies of hierarchy and hierarchical structures have made seminal contri-

butions in our understanding of international structures and relationships. With the growth

of our understanding of international hierarchy, our understanding of forms of hierarchical

domination also expands, driven in part by the recent number of cases where international

actors have imposed rule to promote international stability, sparked in large part by the

US-led occupation of Iraq.1 However, as the hierarchy literature has advanced, the literature

on various forms of hierarchical domination has fragmented into distinct literatures divorced

from commonalities that unite each form hierarchal domination takes in international rela-

tions. This trend has manifested itself over the past ten years in various different literatures.

As scholars examined the effectiveness of various forms of hierarchical domination, defined

broadly as foreign imposed regime change (FIRC) (Downes and Monten 2013), military oc-

cupation (Edelstein 2008), statebuilding (Lake 2016), nation-building (Dobbins 2003)2, or

other forms of imposed hierarchy (Fox 2008, Wilde 2010), they largely have partitioned away

the connections between these concepts. Throughout all of these literatures, it is apparent

that while the authors claim to discuss vastly different ideas, the concepts and themes they

discuss all circle the same relevant political relationship, defined in different ways. This has

created an unfortunate problem where much of the literature of what I call foreign rule has

muddled our understanding of hierarchical relationships by domination.

This has led to, I argue, conceptual chaos that manifests with a failure of these litera-

tures to speak to each other in their attempts to understand success and failure in extended

political rule. Uniting these various concepts in an overarching concept of foreign rule would

help clarify analysis on the difficulty of extending political authority to foreign territories, no

matter the identity or the intentions of the foreign actor. Understanding the traditional ties

between forms of foreign rule across various times and place would help enhance our under-

standing of hierarchical domination in international relations. Using a relational approach

to analyze the structure of the relationship between actors creates a unifying concept that

allows scholars and policymakers to more completely understand the underlying dynamics,

and examine the historical record of success and failure. Focusing on relationships also cru-

1This was coupled with a bustling American empire literature (Nexon and Wright 2007) that emerged and
helped fostered renewed interest in examining foreign rule and the conditions of their success and failure.
Of course, the US, as predicted below, was resistant to admit this was a valid debate. During the Bush
Administration, the American empire debate even lead Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld to proclaim
“We don’t seek empires. We’re not imperialistic. We never have been.,”(Maurer 2013) in his defense of
United States intervention in the Middle East.

2It is common for especially American practitioners to conflate state building and nation building, even
though the two are quite different. For an examination of actual nation-building, that is the construction of
a nationality, see Mylonas (2013)
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cially brings local populations back into the discussion of foreign rule and forces scholars to

consider outcomes and stability for both the foreign ruler and the local population.

In this article, I argue that conceptualizing the varieties of foreign rule as distinct concepts

rather than different sub-types of the same overarching concept only serves to complicate and

further clutter the conceptual landscape in our understanding of hierarchical relationships

of domination. Rather, using a relational structure approach to conceptualize foreign rule

as a single united concept allows us to reintroduce conceptual clarity into our analysis of

foreign rule, while allowing us to identify commonalities across historical time periods among

different sub-types. By avoiding partitioned concepts based on legal definitions that define

new forms of foreign rule as unique to the current period, we can reintroduce historical

legacies and apply lessons from earlier periods to improve scholarship and decision-making

when analyzing foreign rule. Importantly, I do not claim that modern analyses of state-

building, occupation, etc. are identical to imperial rule and colonialism of the past and

peacekeeping operations today. Rather, I propose that the relational structures of each

subtype of foreign rule is similar to the others forms of foreign rule, and how the relational

characteristics of these concepts remain constant over time can help explain various problems

with modern analyses of extending political order and creating stable governance abroad.

While it is clear that colonial relationships of the 19th century, military occupations during

WWII, and modern UN territorial administration missions all had very different political

goals, examining the relational structure of each allows us to understand how local dynamics

appear akin to previous problems of establishing rule. Recognizing the similar relationships

between the foreign ruler and local population also helps explain when local resistance against

foreign rule is more common, and what forms of foreign rule relationships make resistance

more or less likely. Thus, using foreign rule to conceptualize a relational structure and

relegating the political goals and identities of the actors from distinct conceptual categories

to variables explaining various outcomes can also help improve our analytical leverage. This

allows us to understand the historical antecedents necessary to understand these relational

structures today, while also allowing us to explore current dynamics and implement them in

situations where foreign rule is needed to promote good governance.

The remainder of this articles will proceed as follows: First, I explore how unit-level

definitions helped create the current cluttered conceptual landscape, and the problem with

relying on partitioned concepts. Second, I define the relational structure approach and

discuss how it is a better method for conceptualizing foreign rule. Next, I define my concept

of foreign rule and illustrate how it can be adapted in the relational structure approach. I

then apply this approach of foreign rule to examine the current literature of various sub-

types of foreign rule, illustrating the relational elements that unite them. Finally, I will
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draw some policy and scholarly implications for the use of foreign rule as a concept. Re-

aligning international relations and security studies to focus on the commonalities across

time and space is imperative to improve our analysis and theorizing about the conditions for

consolidated political order and resistance under foreign rule.

Relational Structures and Foreign Rule

What are relational structures and how do they help us understand foreign rule? In this

section I will first lay out relational analysis and the idea of relational structures. Next,

I will illustrate how the relational structure approach fits with the new focus on hierarchy

in international relations. Finally, I will use the relational structure approach to define my

concept of foreign rule.

Relational Structures and International Relations

My conceptualization of foreign rule follows in the relational vein of Jackson and Nexon

(1999) and others by focusing on the structure of the relationship between international

actors rather than the characteristics of one actor to determine the nature of the action.

Relational thinking in international relations allows one to focus on the nature of the sys-

tem through the relationship of units rather than defining the nature of the system through

the characteristics of the units themselves (Jackson and Nexon 2013). Relational analysis

emerged in sociology in response to debates over the proper level of analysis for social re-

lations. Scholars began to disagree over whether unit level characteristics were the proper

level of analysis when the characteristic of units rarely change overtime. This lead to a call

for relational sociology where the dynamic interactions between units would serve as the

unit of analysis (Emirbayer 1997).3 In political science, relational analysis allows us to bring

relations back into international relations, rather than just focusing on the international

outcomes of one actor. Viewing foreign rule as a unique relational structure serves to push

our understanding of international relations towards a more relational perspective.

What specifically are relational structures and how can we utilize them to better un-

derstand foreign rule? Relational structures, according to Nexon (2009), are diagrammed

patterns of social interaction, and allow for a comprehensive understanding of political com-

munities and international structure. Relational structures exist as diagrams of relationships

between different actors in the international system and serve as a means to determine the

3For more on how relational analysis has emerged in international relations and sociology see (Emirbayer
and Goodwin 1994, Hafner-Burton, Kahler and Montgomery 2009, White, Boorman and Breiger 1976)
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nature of the system based on relationships instead of only focusing on individual unit (Jack-

son and Nexon 1999). As units do not exist independent of their relationships with other

units in the system, the focus on the structure of their relationship helps illustrate the type

of relationship they are engaged in. Thus, relational structures help illustrate the form of the

relationship between various units in the international system take and how they co-exist.

Diagramming the structures strips away the unit level characteristics that leads to unwit-

ting bias in thinking about concepts in international relations, and leaves just the structure

of the relationship to discern the phenomena between units. Specifically with foreign rule,

laying out relational structures prior to undertaking analysis of the benefits and drawbacks

of various forms of foreign rule allows a clear picture about the form of relationship the

actor is undertaking and what different forms of foreign rule entail. Instead of talking in

abstract about intentions and goals, examining the discrete relational structure being under-

taken allows for clarity in purpose and action to take precedence over obfuscation through

intentions.

Focusing on relational structures allows us to lay out the historical continuities between

various political relationships throughout different time periods. It also allows us to strike a

balance between generalization and historical contingency. For example, there are different

historical factors and peculiarities that lead to colonial rule in the 19th century and UN

backed territorial administration today, but the relational structure of each is similar as

illustrated below. Thus, a generalizable account that allows for these historical contingencies

to exist as causal variables that impact the final form a relationship takes. This allows the

similarities to define the overarching relationship type and promotes greater understanding of

generalizable social phenomena and international relationships across time. Concentrating

on the relationship between actors allows us to move beyond unit level characteristics to

define foreign rule, leaving unit level variation to help explain why such a relational structure

emerges or the success and failure of certain variations in the relational structure.

Hierarchy, Definitional Rigor, and International Politics

When foreign rule or other international relations concepts are defined as a relationship,

they are not forced to conform neatly to formal legal definitions that often are misused

to define social phenomena. Problematically, in much of the foreign rule literature, there

is an over reliance on legal definitions to serve as the basis for different categorization of

various forms of limited sovereignty and hierarchy by domination. Why? International law

has long been developed mostly by major powers to justify their control of foreign areas,

whether by construction the idea of who has sovereignty and any preconditions that they

deem necessary for a territory to possess it. In fact, Anghie (2004) and Benton (2010)
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argue that the international law of sovereignty was explicitly constructed to justify various

forms of hierarchical domination as well as delineate who counts as a sovereign state via

unit level characteristics for centuries. In so doing, they rely upon unit-level characteristics

to justify their actions, basing these forms of limited sovereignty on distinctions between

identities, intentions, and goals of actors. While international law takes definitions of these

categories seriously, their goal in delineating these different forms of limited sovereignty is

not to create logically distinct concepts for analysis, but rather constructing rules for actions

and justifications for legal action by international political entities.

But why is this reliance on legal definitions problematic? Formal legal definitions serve

as the basis to separate different subtypes of foreign rule into distinct categories. This leads

to unit level characteristics serving as delineation between foreign rule subtypes, rather than

focusing on the relational aspects that unite them. Legal definitions of this sort allow states

and scholars to claim that the unit level characteristics of today makes current actions unique

from historical predecessors. Usually, the identity of the foreign actor, the foreign actor’s

legal status, and the foreign actor’s intentions are used to claim that their actions constitute a

new concept in international law and this trickles down to international relations scholarship,

where formal legal definitions are used to code different concepts. These definitions only

serve to obfuscate the relationship of the territory to the foreign actor, and pushes analysts

to miss the similarities of modern actions to older trends that many wish would enter the

dustbin of history. Reliance on unit-level factors and international legal developments to

define sub-concepts of foreign rule has largely bifurcated our understand of foreign rule.

In addition, the evolution of subtypes of foreign rule as distinct and independent concepts

has evolved throughout various literatures in political science as different codebooks treat

different definitions of various foreign subtypes as distinct. Developments in international

law due to normative constraints and preferences for certain forms of missions has largely

lead to redefine foreign rule as a new concept as the normative constraints of the day.

Lake (2009) excoriates this trend when he argues that international relations often uses

formal legal definitions to define the structure of the system, and while formally accurate,

misses the more practical relationships between states. The relationship between states

define their actions more than the formal legal status of their relations(Lake 2007). Waltz

(1979) correctly makes the claim that unit level characteristics should not be used to define a

system, but Lake updates this claim by removing Waltz’s focus on the formal legal definition

of relationships in the system and looking instead at the relationships as they exist. Legal

definitions have been the preferred means to distinguish and define different concepts relating

to foreign rule, rather than focusing on the relationships and their similarities to each other.

The reliance of scholars on legal definitions helps concepts to proliferate based on formal
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legal categorization. However, just because one gives a relational structure a different name

does not imply that the relational structure is qualitatively different. Instead, new factors

that scholars identify to try and parse out new concepts might be treated as variables that

might make foreign rule more or less successful in accomplishing its goals. For example, it is

common to claim that a state is engaging in a new form of foreign rule, and the reasons for

doing so make the concept unique from previous forms of hierarchical domination. This is

flawed however, as the relationship between the foreign ruler and the foreign ruled territory

remains similar, and the intentions of the foreign ruler only make success or failure more

likely. Thus this form of foreign rule might provide valuable information about what can

make a foreign rule mission more successful, not trying to define the concept as a unique new

phenomena. In particular, a recent trend of foreign rule literature has examined the success

and failure of UN operations in creating state institutions and governing territory, treating

them as unique operations as defined by their formal legal status and definitions (Wilde

2010). Under the relational structure approach, scholars could examine how the UN differs

as an actor from a unilateral state engaging in foreign rule, and the likelihood of success

each brings given their goals and intentions.

Relational thinking in international relations and the reaction against formal legal defi-

nitions to define concepts has found a home most recently in the new literature on hierarchy.

Lake (2009) utilizes this relational perspective in his claim that hierarchical relationships are

common in the international system, even while states exist in formal anarchy. This view of

hierarchy as a relevant social fact to explore has brought with it a host of literature examin-

ing how states interact under conditions of hierarchical relationships, and how hierarchy can

explain various outcomes that more closely relate to actual political contracts, agreements,

and domination. This trend of literature, nicely synthesized by Bially Mattern and Zarakol

(2016), illustrates how the formal legal definition of anarchy does not map neatly onto the

social reality we see in the international realm. Problematically, however, Lake only con-

siders consensual hierarchical relations between states that misses out on the vast variation

among types of hierarchy including forms of hierarchical domination and other forms on

non-consensual hierarchy (MacDonald and Lake 2008).4 The recent trend to understand

hierarchy, originated by Lake, would be greatly served by moving to examine the different

relational structures that can emerge under the umbrella of hierarchy to lay out the different

forms hierarchy can take.5

4Specifically, Lake (2009) operationalizes US hierarchy as two seperate forms: security and economic
hierarchy. Both however have practical problems in using bases and trade as the main proxies for hierarchy as
well as conceptual problems in claiming economic and military hierarchies are the complete set of hierarchical
relations possible

5Examples of other variations in the hierarchy literature include: Cooley (2005), Cooley and Nexon
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I take one step in this direction. My conceptualization of foreign rule exists as one form

of domination based hierarchical relationships not discussed by Lake. Foreign rule is at its

core an extreme form of hierarchical relationship between a powerful state and a territory

where domination and de facto sovereignty backed by military force defines the relationship.

Such a relational structure approach recasts statebuilding6, mandate and trusts7, FIRCs8,

peacebuilding9, and occupation10 into one concept, namely foreign rule.11 To see this inter-

section conceptualized graphical, see figure 1 below. Examination of these phenomena as

part of one overarching concept presents many possibilities for increased understanding of

the dynamics of foreign rule and how different variations of this relationship can produce

different outcomes.

Thus, we can integrate current conceptualizations into the foreign rule relational structure

approach to provide a way to examine continuities over time and determine the conditions

for success across time periods. Examining cases of imperial rule and colonization, scholars

have found that certain forms of relational structures or network types have been most likely

to produce durable imperial rule with muted local backlash(Hechter 2013, MacDonald 2009).

The relational structure approach can allow scholars to look at these cases, post-World War

II occupations, the Warsaw Pact, the occupation of Iraq, and modern UN operations all

together to determine whether there are slight variations in the relational structure that lead

to the divergent outcomes. Using the relational structure approach allows us to recognize

these modern differences and account for the agency and choices of modern variants of

foreign ruler, thus helping us explain why foreign rule is more or less successful in different

time periods. But recognizing the underlying structure remains constant is important, and

losing the focus on that structure permits the literature to move to far away from each other

and miss potentially beneficial discussions that can impact how to improve these actions in

the future. What success and failure means in each case may change, but understanding

the relational structure will help us understand the dynamics at play. Using the relational

approach, then, allows us to define foreign rule based on the relations between actors in such

a way to allow for historical generalization and consistency, while also allowing for unit level

(2013), Cooley and Spruyt (2009), Donnelly (2006), Ikenberry (2004, 2012), Kang (2003, 2005), McDonald
(2015), Wendt and Friedheim (1995).

6Akin to the actions of the US in Vietnam.
7Such as the British and French mandates in the Middle East following World War I in the League of

Nations charter.
8Examples include the US-aided coup in Guatemala and the Soviet actions in Hungary in 1956.
9Such as the policy of the UN in Bosnia and Kosovo.

10Including the US and Soviet Occupations of South and North Korea.
11Most contentiously, I include some UN peacekeeping operations in my analysis, but only following the

end of the Cold War where the UN acted as the de facto sovereign in territories they operated in. For
analysis on when and why the shift in UN peacekeeping occurred, see Fox (2008).
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Figure 1: Foreign Rule Relational Structure

characteristics to be used to explain different choices and outcomes in cases of foreign rule.

Definition of Foreign Rule

Understanding the importance of both relational thinking and hierarchy by domination, how

do I define foreign rule? Foreign Rule is the relationship powerful states engage in to govern,

temporarily, territory outside their sovereign jurisdiction. Formally, I define foreign rule as

a relationship in which a foreign state, group of states, or international body uses military

force or the threat of force to act as the de facto sovereign of a territory, while making no

permanent claims to that territory. This definition excludes annexation, conquest, economic

dependency, conditionality12, secessionist groups claiming rule by an outsider, and other

hierarchical relationships that do not reach the level of surrendering governing authority. It

does include concepts that are traditional considered as separate phenomena, namely military

occupation, mandate and trust territories, foreign regime change, international territorial

administration, and perhaps most contentiously, modern UN peacekeeping missions where

the mission assumes de facto sovereignty of the territory.13 Figure 2 below illustrates a subset

of the various concepts that are included under my expanded definition of foreign rule.

This definition requires some unpacking. First, at its basis, foreign rule is a specific rela-

tionship between a powerful actor and weaker territory, with a distinct relational structure

as evidenced in figure 1. The relational structure indicates a powerful foreign state (C) has

de facto sovereign control over the government of the territory (P). This sovereign control is

temporary, with territory P always remaining independent of the foreign ruler C. C simply

controls P’s government structure from afar. Second, this definition makes no determination

12For example, the IMF and EU using conditionality programs to push weaker states to reform domestic
institutions (Levitsky and Way 2010, Stone 2008, Vachudova 2005)

13This includes post-Cold War operations where the UN has assumed control of territory as illustrated by
Chesterman (2005)
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on the identity or goals of C. As stated above, C could consist of a powerful state, interna-

tional organization, or other body that have powerful means to project power into a foreign

territory. The characteristics of C do not matter in defining the relationship between C and

P. Much of the distinction scholars have made between various forms of foreign rule previ-

ously is based on unit level characteristics of C and not based on the relationship between

C and P.14 My conception of foreign rule exists as a distinct relational structure that resists

this trend of focusing on the characteristics of C allowing for cross-temporal analysis of the

phenomena of political authority. Finally, foreign rule is directly concerned with hierarchi-

cal relationships of domination. While states can contract their sovereignty away and place

themselves in hierarchical orders subsumed by other actors (Cooley and Spruyt 2009), for-

eign rule and it’s specific relational structure deals with military force placing territory under

their control and dominating the local political scene. Together, foreign rule builds upon the

new trend in international relations of examining hierarchical relations by defining a certain

subset of relationships via domination as similar relational structures. Thus, foreign rule is a

concept that allows us to breakdown traditional barriers between certain concepts and unite

them as one overarching concept.

Reconceptualizing Foreign Rule as Relational Structures

After laying out the relational structure approach and my definition of foreign rule, how

should we reconceptualize the current literature on subtypes of foreign rule the united rela-

tional structure approach? What is the best way to reframe the literature to help capture

how how small variations in relational structure can impact the likelihood of armed resistance

or success of a foreign rule mission? When examining recent literature on foreign rule, it is

clear that the relational structure approach is implicit in their understanding of the various

sub-types of foreign rule. By viewing the current literature featuring subtype of foreign rule

through the relational lens, we can lay out different relational structures that are implicitly

discussed throughout various literatures and see how they connect as subtypes of foreign

rule. In this section, I survey the literature on the assorted varieties of foreign rule and

illustrate how they implicitly embrace the relational approach. In doing so, the trends in the

literature are clear and the benefits of recasting them as one concept illuminate themselves.

Next, I diagram the variation of the overarching foreign rule relational structure for each

subtype. In all of the cases, the foreign ruler (C) has sovereign authority over the periph-

ery (P) through leaders imposed, institutions managed, or direct governing authority. Each

14This is done largely through defining varieties of foreign rule through intentions or identity of the
dominant actor. See below for distinct examples.
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section attempts to lay out these pathways and structures into identifiable sub-types of the

overarching foreign rule relationship. Finally, I discuss how current arguments concerning

success and failure of various foreign rule operations can be recast in examining the benefits

and drawbacks of certain variations of the foreign rule relational structure.

Military Occupation

First, the definition of military occupation directly emerged from international law, where the

most well cited legal definition of a military occupation is from Article 42 of the 1907 Hague

Regulations: “Territory is considered occupied when it is actually placed under the authority

of the hostile army” (Roberts 1985). Edelstein (2008, 3) builds his canonical definition from

this basis defining occupation as ”the temporary control of a territory by a state (or group

of allied states)...including some form of administration, either civilian or military, to govern

the territory.” In both definitions, they specifically focus on the relationship between the

occupier and the occupied territory. As diagrammed in Figure 3, the military from C has

the authority to take control of the sovereign authority of P, administering temporarily the

local institutions and working to further their goals. An occupation under this legal definition

is not defined by the goals of the military, but instead the relationship on the ground of the

military to the local territory. The focus of occupation is the foreign ruler using the military

to rule over local politicians and/or institutions inside of the targeted territory. Whether this

maintain the institutional status quo or causes a transformation of institutions, the structure

is largely the same.

However, while this relational structure appears simple to diagram and think about rela-

tionally, developments across international law have made our understanding of occupations

and what qualifies as an occupation more complicated. As international law developed fur-

ther, occupation morphed into the concept of belligerent occupation emerged based on the

obligations states believed they had when occupying a foreign territory. Namely, interna-

tional law attempted to define military occupation in such a way that required military

occupiers to not disrupt or change any local political institutions while governing, while also

protecting the local populace (Benvenisti 2004). Following World War II, the interpretation

of what counted as a belligerent occupation expanded further based on the experiences dur-

ing and after the war where there Nazis claimed they were not occupying territories because

they were invited (Roberts 1985). Into the Cold War period, this definition began to become

meaningless as the United States and the Soviet Union actively worked to structure their

foreign rule missions to avoid being called occupies. For instance, both the Soviet Union and

the United States sought to work through proxies or include invitations from the host gov-

ernments in their justification to avoid the term occupation in their missions of foreign rule.
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Figure 2: Occupation Relational Structure

The Soviets insisted they were not occupying Hungary and Czechoslovakia, for instance,

largely to maintain the flexibility required to institute their goals.

Following the Cold War, as the United States and the United Nations began engaging

in more projects of intervention, many legal scholars began discussing the changing role of

military occupation. International legal scholars called for a move beyond simply belliger-

ent occupation and towards the inclusion of transformative and humanitarian occupation in

international law (Chesterman 2005, Fox 2008), where these new occupation types trans-

form institutions to promote peace and stability in post-conflict occupations. Technically,

transformation of institutions was against international law, which contributed to the US

being reluctant to claim they were occupying Iraq (Roberts 2005). But this only lead to

the proliferation of alternative concepts like international territorial administration (Wilde

2010) rather than re-examining the definition of occupation. The key difference in these

modern understandings of occupation was that many felt changing devious local institutions

towards more responsible and responsive institutions was needed in order to promote peace

and stability.

As this development of international law moved away from relationships to define military

occupations to focus on intentions and identities of actors in defining the actions of the US

and Soviet Union during the Cold War, and humanitarian occupations in the Post-Cold War

period, political science largely has followed suit. For instance, examining Edelstein’s (2008)

definition of occupation above, the definition largely sounds like the 1907 legal definition

based on relational thinking. However, in seeking to distinguish occupation from other

forms of foreign rule, mainly eliminating cases of armed statebuilding, colonization, and

peacekeeping focuses on the goal of the occupier, and whether the goals and intentions of

the occupier line up with what he deems intent to occupy and not colonize or engage in

another action. Crucially, both among legal among political scientists and international
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legal scholars, the distinction between colonial rule and occupation was a continued source

of contentious conceptualization. This belief that the concepts are qualitatively different

however has drastic consequences on our understanding of military occupation, where we

lose the vast literature on direct and indirect rule in colonial empires to determine how

resistance emerges to occupations and the strategies occupiers and colonial empires use to

suppress resistance. Simply removing these other forms of foreign rule from your definition

because of intentions misses the crucial importance that relational structures and variations

in the relational structure may play.

In fact, differences in the relationship between C and P during military occupations have

been shown to matter in certain contexts. Edelstein (2008) argues that the international

threat environment explains variation in resistance to occupation and thus success and failure

of occupation policy. Additionally, Edelstein claims that a credible commitment that the

foreign power will leave the occupied territory with a local government and not maintain

an occupation relational structure matters for reducing resistance. Collard-Wexler (2013)

argues that trust and political dislocation help determine whether there is resistance to

military occupation. Crucially, he argues that military occupiers that change institutions

inside of the territory they are occupying dislocates various members of society and creates

more opportunities for resistance. Maintaining local institutions reduces the chances of

resistance to the occupation. Finally, Ferwerda and Miller (2014) illustrate through case

of Nazi occupied France, that higher levels of local rule reduced levels of resistance to the

occupation. Where French local institutions were allowed to have more independent control

from the Nazi regime, resistance was lessened. Throughout all of these studies, the specific

relationship with a foreign military in de facto control the territory but local institutions

still in place produced more successful occupations with less resistance. Where occupations

also had institutional change, more resistance occurred.

Thus, as the literature on occupation has advanced, distinguishing between distinct legal

types of occupation has been important in both the legal and political science literature.

Both, however, have focused on the distinct variation in the relational structures between the

local population and foreign ruler, showing how different actors and legal entities at different

times view various relational structures as the proper form of occupation. The choices

that determine the occupation relational structure may lead to distinct political outcomes.

Thinking about this choice and the specific form different occupations take provides useful

leverage in answering many of the empirical questions raised above.
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Foreign Imposed Regime Change

A recent major contribution to the foreign rule literature has examined the causes and con-

sequences of foreign imposed regime change or FIRCs. FIRCs are defined by Downes (2010)

as “the removal of the effective political leader of a state at the behest of the government

of another state.” FIRCs are a form of foreign rule as deciding who rules and governs a

country is the sine quo non of sovereign control. However, while the FIRC definition in-

cludes some relational aspects, namely the relationship between the leadership in territory P

which is being replaced by state C as represented by figure 2 below, FIRCs seem in practice

to be defined based on outcomes and goals of foreign rulers. In order for someone to code

an event as a FIRC, the foreign ruler’s goal has to be removal and replacing of a political

leader, whereas using military force to dominate the government of a foreign state does not

qualify. Looking to how Downes and Monten (2013) and others code FIRCs during the

WWII period, German actions to create pseudo-puppet states in Croatia, France, Slovakia

and elsewhere are not included. While the relationship between German actions in Nor-

way, Greece, and Belgium appear similar to actions in Vichy, it is not included as a case

of foreign-impose regime change. Perhaps more problematically, defining FIRCs based on

implicitly on unit-level factors encourages a focus on FIRCs as discrete events and not as

punctuated periods in a foreign rule relationship. For instance, the FIRC codebooks often

treat the Dominican Republic as having 3 cases of FIRC in 1912, 1914, and 1916, creating

three separate events in their databases to base their analysis on. However, when examining

the relationship during this period, it is clear that these three events are part of a larger

foreign rule relationship where the United States and the Dominican Republic had their

relationship of domination evolve over this time period, eventually ending up in full-scale

occupation. Taking the relational structure approach to FIRC would help explain these as

events unfolding in one long-standing relationship of hierarchy, rather that discrete events.

This has clear implications, as with the limited number of FIRC events in history, inflating

the cases of FIRCs occuring in Santo Domingo can bias analysis.15 If instead we treated

FIRCs as one part or one type of foreign rule relationships, our understanding of when and

how some foreign rulers decide to replace political leadership in the territories they dominate

and how those developments affect different forms of political resistance and servitude.

FIRCs imply a relational structure similar to the basic foreign rule relational structure

where the foreign ruler deposes the leader and inserts a more preferential leader into power.

15In fact, in Downes and O’Rourke (2016), the three cases from the Dominican Republic make up a large
proportion of the cases that prove their hypotheses. Treaty the cases one case of foreign rule evolving over
time would dramatically change the results and produce a more accurate representation of the relationship
between FIRCs and other political phenomena.
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At the beginnings of the FIRC literature, scholars focused on when states are more likely to

engage in FIRCs (Owen IV 2002, Werner 1996), but have moved more recently to focus on the

effects FIRCs have on future political outcomes and the success or failure of regime change.

Interestingly, variations in the specific type (or relational structure) of a FIRC has proven an

important explanatory variable in determining success and stability. Scholars began to argue

that FIRCs have two distinct varieties where the foreign ruler engages in leadership change

FIRCs or institutional change FIRCs, each producing different outcomes. For example,

Peic and Reiter (2011) note that there are distinct dynamics in leadership (where preferred

leaders are placed in power) and institutional FIRCs (where new institutions are imposed)

and argue that the reduced state power following institutional FIRCs leads to increased

probability of civil conflict. Downes and Monten (2013) use matching techniques to argue

that democratization is successful following a FIRC only when the institutional prerequisites

for democratization exist. When changing institutions without the preexisting conditions for

success, the new institutions will largely fail. Downes and O’Rourke (2016) argue that the

form of the FIRC mission can also help determine whether the FIRC mission can succeed in

pacifying the targeted state.

In all three of these studies, the variation in the relational structure a FIRC takes plays

a large role in the explanation of the post-FIRC political dynamics. While the labels used

are different across the various studies, the distinction between leadership FIRCs and insti-

tutional FIRCs is a thread throughout, both of which illustrate how variation in the form

foreign rule takes matters. The preponderance of evidence indicates that institutional FIRCs

are the form of FIRC most associated with negative externalities and are most prone to out-

right fail. However, it could be possible that the nature of the intervener might matter

more in producing different forms of FIRCs. The interests, domestic institutions, or type of

intervener could prove to be sufficient to explain this variation in FIRC type, as argued by

Paris (2015). This is not the case. In fact, Easterly, Satyanath and Berger (2008) argue that

on average, a new regime imposed is less democratic that the previous regime, no matter

who the intervener is. In addition, leadership FIRCs and institutional FIRCs are carried out

by both democratic and non-democratic great powers (Downes 2010, Downes and Monten

2013). The nature of the intervener does not effect the success of the FIRC operation and/or

the form it takes. Rather the relationship that emerges from a FIRC and the distinct type

of relational structure impacts the likelihood of success. Thus, the variation in form the

FIRC operation takes matters more than the unit level characteristics of the intervening

state. However, when excluding cases where the regime is not replaced but held in place by

force, our understanding of when and how states choose different forms of foreign rule and

the effects that has on future political outcomes in lacking.
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Figure 3: FIRC Relational Structure

Armed Statebuilding

When discussing foreign rule, statebuilding (or nation-building according to some) is at

times discussed as both a unique concept and a strategy some foreign rulers might use

in their foreign rule missions. Dobbins (2003), Edelstein (2008) and others argue state

building is a strategy some states take in military occupations and interventions.16 However,

increasingly in the foreign rule literature statebuilding exists often as its own unique concept

that I argue is under the foreign rule definitional umbrella. In the literature on armed

statebuilding in particular, the definitions employed often show the same legalistic thinking

focused on intentions, goals, and unit-level factors, missing the relational dynamics that unite

statebuilding as a form of foreign rule. This is true throughout the literature as scholars

seek to treat statebuilding as a unique relationship, divorced from other forms of foreign

rule such as trusteeship and occupation. Fukuyama (2004) defines foreign state building as

foreign actors attempting to create strong state institutions in a foreign territory through

force or the threat of force. Miller (2013) builds on this definition is his discussion of armed

statebuilding as the defining statebuilding as the“attempt by liberal states to use military,

political, and economic power to compel weak, failed, and collapsed states to govern more

effectively and accountably.” Lake (2016) defines armed statebuilding as when an “external

party–the foreign statebuilder–employs coercive force with the intent to reconstruct another

state’s monopoly of legitimate violence.” these cases, statebuilding as applied to foreign

states impose new forms of governance abroad fit squarely into our definition of foreign rule.

However, all of these definitions seek to carve out unique space for certain forms of foreign

rule based on the intentions, explicitly in the cases of Lake (2016) and Miller (2013), to focus

16In the state formation literature, statebuilding refers to the reforms states take to build up bureaucratic
capacity and strong state institutions(Pollack 2011, Skowronek 1982, Tilly 1993, Vu 2010).
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only on a certain subset of cases of foreign rule by hierarchical domination. In so doing, they

miss the relational aspects inehrent in their definitions, namely the relationship between

the foreign actor and the domestic institutions in a foreign territory. Statebuilding under

foreign rule then has a unique relational structure as diagrammed in figure 5. A foreign

ruler (C) undertakes actions to take control of the state institutional functions and aims

to build stronger institutions in P, following C’s design and through C’s armed force. This

relational structure also holds for what some mistakenly call nation building. Ironically, in

the US at least, nation building is often used as the term for state building under foreign

rule.17 In total, however, determining the relational structure under discussion is key, and

when consciously thinking about which form the relational structure will take, the difficulties

behind various forms of statebuilding are more clear.

When looking beyond the definitions, the statebuilding literature has reached a consen-

sus that successful armed statebuilding is extremely difficult and frequently fraught with

drawbacks. Fukuyama (2004) notes that state building efforts usually fail, largely leading

to weak state institutions lacking in bureaucratic competency. Lake (2016) argues that

the statebuilder’s dilemma creates a paradox that inhibits successful statebuilding due to

statebuilders preferring loyal leaders that lack legitimacy and thus institutions do not allow

individuals’ expectations of governance to be met. With this lack of historical success and

problems noted with state-building, the literature of state building still claims that build-

ing strong states is a useful goal to avoid the problems of weak states. The answer often

given is a focus on the strategy taken by the foreign power and the relational dynamics that

drive the result. For example, Miller (2013) argues that state builders can choose among

various strategies to attempt to achieve their goals in state building, varying on how per-

vasive the foreign ruler is inside the local territory and the goals it has in that territory.

Hence, he argues that if the relationship promoted by the strategy of the foreign ruler does

not correspond the relationship needed to solve the state building quandary given the level

of state failure, the mission will fail. Lake and Fariss (2014) argue that different political

incentives among state builders and local political elites can drive divergent outcomes under

state building, and more focus should be given to strategies where the relationship aligns

interests of politicians in both parts of the foreign rule relationship. Similarly, Pickering and

Kisangani (2014) argue the incentives created by various characteristics of the local territory

or the state builder leads to different strategies and relationships imposed during state build-

ing, leaving certain strategies and relationships more effective than others. Finally, Dobbins

17It’s rather ironic given the usual barrier to foreign state building is nationalism and nationalist resistance,
so calling something nation building seems to be claiming the foreign actor is creating the nationalistic
backlash.
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Figure 4: State Building Relational Stucture

(2003) and Pei, Amin and Garz (2006) both argue that nation-building, in their parlance,

faces tremendous difficulties based on the goals and efforts of the statebuilder. Without

proper resources allocated and understanding of the requirements for the rebuilding on local

institutions, the missions often fail.

However, in all of this literature, statebuilding casts aside other missions of foreign rule

and building institutions from afar, failing to look at similar forms of foreign rule that

succeeding in creating some form of political order via hierarchical domination. In seeking

to define statebuilding in opposition to peacekeeping, trusteeship, mandates, etc... they

prevent the historical antecedents of what allowed 19th century foreign statebuilding to

succeed, and fail to see the colonial origins of many of these dynamics. Thus, when thinking

about foreign state building, the question becomes what relational structure should state

building take to ensure strong institutions emerge, and how do the characteristics of the

territory and state builder effect the relationship that takes place.

Mandates and Trusteeship

Perhaps the forms of hierarchal domination that scholars and international lawyers seeks to

distinguish these other forms of foreign rule from the most is mandate, trusteeships, and

by proxy, colonization. How to properly define colonial rule, as distinct from imperialism

and other hierarchical international orders is a conceptual minefield in itself. The focus of

most definitions include the general focus a weaker territory being dominated by a stronger

state, which would fit into the larger definition of foreign rule. For instance, Horvath (1972,

50), in his canonical definition, defines colonialism as a “form of intergroup domination in

which settlers in significant numbers migrate permanently to the colony from the colonizing

power.” The distinguishing feature to Horvath is the movement of settlers, while the political

relationship described is identical to other forms of modern foreign rule. This leads others
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to explicitly delineate that colonialism can only occur via European states and only during

certain periods of time in history, in order to, I argue, preserve the normative dissidence in

defining modern forms of foreign rule in opposition to colonialism to make the foreign ruler

feel better about their intentions. Fieldhouse (1981, 6) even directly confirms that colonials

refers to “non-European societies when under the political control of a European state or the

USA.” Here, the relationship of political domination is present, but the unit-level factor of

European state and non-European state constrain the definition. However, stripping away

these unit-level characteristics to only focus on the relationship between the foreign power

and weaker local territory, the relationship of colonial rule, and especially mandates and

trusts, fits into the foreign rule conceptual space.

The reluctance to define mandates and trusts based on their relational structure is inter-

esting as there is a vast literature that examines how variation in colonial relational structures

impact various political modern outcomes. These include regime type (Bernhard, Reenock

and Nordstrom 2004), economic performance (Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson 2001), and

state weakness (Herbst 1996). However, a common trend among the colonial literature is to

focus on variation in the relationship of the center and the periphery, specifically variation

between direct and indirect rule. Variation in levels of direct and indirect rule has been

shown to impact economic development (Lange, Mahoney and Vom Hau 2006, Lange 2004),

state capacity(Lange 2009), resistance to colonial rule (Hechter, Matesan and Hale 2009),

and modern democratic political institutions (Bollen and Jackman 1985, Lipset 1994, Olsson

2009). This variation explicitly focuses on the relationship of the center to the periphery

in terms of the amount of control the center has over the peripheral territory and the re-

lationship formed between the two. This relational aspect of colonization is used to define

the existence of colonial rule and the nature it takes. This relationship clearly follows in the

vein of the foreign rule relational structure above. C controls the governance structure of

P, either by granting local rule rights to continue or imposing a new institutional structure

through direct rule. An example of an indirect rule relational structure can be found in

figure 6 below.

Increasingly, similar to the other forms of foreign rule defined above, we have more

studies focusing on success and failure in establishing colonial rule and accomplishing the

goals of colonial powers. Gerring et al. (2011), for example, illustrates that indirect rule

relationships emerge where pre-existing institutional strength is already present. This is due

to the natural incentive to utilize pre-existing agents in the territory to extend the policies of

the colonial rule and incentives for local politicians to cooperate with the new colonial power.

Hechter (2013) investigates the variation in forms of alien rule, but many of his cases touch

on imperial and colonial relationships. Specifically, Hechter argues that colonial rule can be
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split into two distinct relationships: indirect and direct rule. Indirect rule works with local

partners to administer the territory and direct rule is when the foreign power administers

their territory through their own agents from the metropole. Hechter argues that indirect

rule has been the more successful foreign rule relationship and colonial strategy over time as

it reduces the nationalist backlash against the foreign ruler. MacDonald (2014) argues that

the local network ties in colonial territories created conditions that allowed for easier colonial

conquest and more successful rule. Specifically, MacDonald argues that the availability of

local collaborators and social fragmentation helps determine the rates of resistance to the

foreign power. This in turn helps explain the variation in success of foreign rule in general

as local collaboration reduces resistance to foreign rule.

When examining variation in strategies of colonial and imperial rule, many note that

successful cases of foreign rule almost always involve indirect rule relational structures and

local elites working with the foreign power.18 In cases where foreign powers were not able or

chose not to work with local elites, failure usually followed their attempts at colonization.

Shifting this focus to the specific relational strategies and structures in both indirect and

direct rule illustrates more clearly the differences between the two structures and the variation

in success. Indirect rule exists as a distinct relational structure focused on working with

local leaders and local institutions as the basis for the colonial relationship. In cases of

direct rule, the relational structure entails new colonial institutions to support rule by the

foreign metropole. In these cases, though, scholars have noted failure is much more common

than success, akin to similar foreign rule relational structures. Thus, indirect rule relational

structures are preferred due to their higher rates of success, but only occur where there are

leaders and local institutions to work with.

While this literature focused on the success and failure of establishing colonial rule seems

to hold direct relevance for other forms of foreign rule, shockingly it is hardly referenced in the

literature on occupation, peacekeeping, and statebuilding. When it is referenced, it is usually

only to define their new concepts in opposition to colonial rule. In so doing, the willfully avert

their eyes from lessons of previous forms of foreign imposed hierarchical domination, largely

for normative reasons. If instead scholars looked towards the similarities, our understanding

of how foreign rule can succeed and fail would be greatly enhanced. It total, the colonization

literature focuses explicitly on various relationships the local institutions and foreign ruler can

take together, yet it is seldom investigated why certain strategies and relational structures

are chosen. Linking this literature with the broader foreign rule literature could provide

insights into the success and failure of more modern foreign rule subtypes, but also use

18Lange, however, argues that among British colonies, indirect rule has been not beneficial for long term
development and colonies with direct rule are better off today (Lange 2009).
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Figure 5: Indirect Rule Relational Structure

explanations of foreign rule strategy to explain subtypes in the past.

UN Peacebuilding and Peacekeeping

The most contentious inclusion as a subtype of foreign rule is peacebuilding/peacekeeping.

In seeking to define post-Cold War peacekeeping operations and specifically territorial ad-

ministration projects by the United Nations, lead international lawyers and international

organizations to create new definitions and understandings of forms of limited sovereignty

and hierarchical domination (Stahn 2008). Looking at the cases of Bosnia-Herzegovina,

Kosovo, Eastern Slavonia, and East Timor and their role the UN played in administer-

ing the territories brought a proliferation of literature looking to conceptualize these acts as

new unique international governance operations (Caplan 2005, Matheson 2001, Van Willigen

2013). Many envisioned a new form of international governance that involved international

administration over these territories until their liberal institutions were stable and deemed

appropriate to promote good governance (Krasner 2004, Tansey 2009). They argue that

this form of international governance is distinct from the earlier mandate and trust systems

that the League of Nations and the UN utilized following the World Wars, and substantially

differed from earlier peacekeeping missions where the UN forces were only stationed in lo-

cations where the sovereign governments consented for them to be. Thus, scholars such as

Fox (2008), Zaum (2007) and Bain (2003) all argue that this new definition was required to

focus on the unique new mission of the UN and other peacekeeping projects.19

The arguments for calling these actions as unique new forms of international governance

rest on the identity of the foreign ruler and their intentions. For example, Fox (2008) notes

that modern UN missions are a new mode of international action as they change the nature of

19These questions are not unique in modern times, as the role international law can play in justifying
foreign rule, as legitimation of various forms of foreign rule through international legal norms and standards.
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what it is to be a sovereign state. Namely, democratic governance and responsive institutions

are required to transfer sovereignty back to the local government. This implies that interna-

tional legal norms now privileged a certain institutional arrangement, leading institutional

strategies of foreign rule as the preferred option of international actors. Thus, in post-conflict

environments, the international community is committed to ensuring democratic institutions

emerge and use foreign rule to impose new institutions, pushing the territories to more re-

sponsible governance and statehood.20 Moving beyond UN-led missions, the international

legal justifications for engaging in foreign rule now rests on providing proper governmental

institutions, leading many to view these specific relational structures as the only legitimate

forms for foreign rule in today’s international system. This is tied to the view that demo-

cratic governance and responsible governmental institutions lead to reduce chance of civil

war, however it is not clear to what extent this holds.

Others have claimed that the modern UN missions still resemble the colonial and imperial

relationships of old (Chandler 2006). Paris (2002) argues the motivation for modern UN

peacebuilding sounds similar to the justifications for colonial rule and the ‘civilizing mission’.

Wilde (2010) and Chesterman (2005) note the similarities of modern UN missions to other

humanitarian and international missions in governing territory. Following World War I, the

League of Nations legitimized and mandated international rule over the Saarland, Danzig,

and other areas that were contested, mandates that were similar in relational structure

to the mandates over colonized territories. Similarly, following World War II, the UN gave

international trusteeship over territories international actors were to govern following the war.

The key difference in these previous actions, however, is there was no formal requirement

for development on institutions and less restrictions on how the foreign ruler could govern

the territory. While it is a postive step that some notice the similarities, they continue to

make these descriptions based on intentions, goals, and other unit-level factors and fail to

recognize the relational aspects tying peacekeeping with other forms of foreign rule.

Ratner (2005) argues that these differences are meaningless in practice, as the relation-

ship between the actors is similar to occupation or other forms of foreign rule. Instead,

Ratner argues, the normative uneasiness with occupation has lead many to conceptualize

peacebuilding and territorial administration as different when in fact they remain similar.

Thus, the relational structure for international peacekeeping remains similar to the foreign

rule relational structure, just including more centers that work cooperatively in the mis-

sion. When diagramming the relational structure they take, as seen in figure 6, modern UN

20Problematically, however, is these missions have not been completely successful in the sense of moving
towards independent liberal government institutions, with the international community still exercising de
facto sovereignty in Bosnia, Kosovo and East Timor.
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Figure 6: UN Peacebuilding Relational Structure

operations look similar to previous forms of foreign rule. The centers still control the periph-

ery through various institutions and the relationship between the center and the periphery

remains similar to other forms of foreign rule.

Thus, there is nothing new about these forms of foreign rule, but rather peacebuilding

and peacekeeping utilize strategies developed through international norms.21 A certain form

of the foreign rule relational structure is promoted by this new normative change, but this is

not a completely new category of relational structure. It is even similar to even some forms

of colonization and other foreign rule relational structures of the past. The international

legal community claims modern-style UN missions of peace building remain distinct, but

21In a similar argument, Finnemore (2004) argues that international norms over legitimate intervention
have constrained state choices in types of interventions, but she does not claim that the resulting intervention
types are a new development and different from previous interventions.
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once the relationship is examined it detail, it becomes clear that these style of missions

are merely a variation on the overarching relational structure of foreign rule. Rather than

modern missions being unique, merely the means of legal legitimation have changed. But

the fundamental fact that the international community allows for foreign rule and foreign

rule has been a relative constant in the international legal literature shows its continued

relevance in understanding the dimensions of relational structure of foreign rule.

Foreign Rule

Throughout each of these distinct literatures, great care is taken to define each concept as

unique and different from each other, and often how they pertain to a certain historical

period. Yet, as shown throughout, each of these concepts specify in their definitions rela-

tional structures that deal with the temporary control of foreign territory by a foreign power.

While the relational structures of each of these concepts vary greatly among different sub-

types, they all have the same overarching relational structure of a foreign center controlling

the sovereign governing capacity of the peripheral territory. Noting these direct links allow

for scholars to investigate more completely questions and puzzles around establishing hier-

archical domination from afar. For instance, do multilateral vs. unilateral missions make

imposing foreign rule easier or more difficult? Do humanitarian goals produces more produc-

tive foreign rule missions, or does security goals leads to more successful missions? Do the

intentions of the foreign ruler matter and can the foreign ruler signal intentions? Why do

some foreign rulers decide to replace leaders whereas others decide to replace institutions?

These various common questions emerge throughout these literatures as to the success of

various relational structures and strategies of foreign rule, but once the relational structure

approach is followed, the links between the sub-types become clear. While the above list is

not exhaustive of all forms and relational structures of foreign rule, it provides a first step in

moving towards a consolidate conceptual base that is greatly served by focusing on relational

structures as the analytical focus.

Implications for the Study of Hierarchy and Foreign

Rule

As seen above, the relational structure approach already exists implicitly across various lit-

eratures and the focus on relationships helps illustrate the commonalities across conceptual

boundaries. However, if highlighting this commonality only serves to clarify existing liter-

ature and does not improve our understanding of foreign rule and how to think about the
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challenges of extending hierarchical political authority, then the purpose of recasting foreign

rule in a unified relational structure seems unnecessary. The failures in the above literatures

to treat foreign rule as an overarching concept above their sub-types of foreign rule has lead

much potential knowledge and data points to add in their studies to go unexamined. Thus,

turning to the relational structure approach to understand foreign has vast implications for

both the current academic literature as well as the policy decisions based on these studies.

Four main implications follow from using the relational structure approach and all serve to

better integrate the foreign rule literature together and into coherent policy prescriptions.

Namely, this foreign rule relational structure allows for increased sample size in empirical

studies, a way to conceptualize and contrast other forms of political order, allow policymak-

ers to think about foreign rule subtypes as policy substitutes, and brings local populations

back into the discussion of foreign rule.

First, using the relational structure approach allows for scholars to increase the num-

ber of historical cases and universe of cases for comparison when investigating the causes

and consequences of foreign rule. This will allow for scholars to make more authoritative

statements about the impacts of various variables on the phenomena of interest, and also

allow for richer empirical work to be done. Using foreign rule as an overarching concept

to study, while examining the various sub-types, makes for more compelling causal claims.

Specifically, when examining the conditions for success and failure in foreign rule or the

determinants of resistance to foreign rule, limiting the case selection in the research design

to narrow legal definitions only serves to truncate the sample size. It also leads to omitting

cases that are highly relevant to the phenomena as hand and treat them as the same as

cases of no hierarchy between actors. This leads to scholars losing valuable variation and

data points that could be leveraged in their studies to produce more sound causal inference

on what causes resistance against foreign rulers and successful foreign rule. Luckily, a few

recent studies focusing on foreign rule have begun to embrace this position. For example,

Ferwerda and Miller (2014) argue that levels of political co-optation and local devolution

explain levels of resistance to foreign rule. Importantly, however, while they only empirically

examine the case of World War II France under Nazi rule, they continually cite literature

from non-occupation cases and examine the literature on imperial rule, insurgencies, and

more in their discussion of their theory. This is an important step to look for evidence across

concepts when dealing with similar political phenomena. While the natural experiment re-

search design does not require a firm definition for inclusion of cases, making the inclusion

of disparate literatures easier in the theory, the fact that they included the various sub-types

in their theory section shows a step that scholars should emulate.

Second, utilizing the relational structure approach allows scholars to examine the simi-
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larities and difference across other political relational structures beyond foreign rule. Specif-

ically, one could examine the differences between foreign rule and the relational structures of

sovereign states, federations, confederations, imperial orders, and other forms of hierarchy.22

Once noting the relational structure approach, one can more easily relate to other important

forms of political organization and see their relevance for understanding the difficulty of

creating political order. One such case of using relational structure approach of foreign rule

is to notice the clear, un-stated ties to the state formation literature which is under analyzed

in the context of foreign rule. Examining how elites and institutions can create political

order over a piece of territory is a commonality across the state formation and foreign rule

literatures. Yet, it is often the case that scholars discussing foreign rule fail to consider how

the state formation literature could impact their theory. For example Edelstein’s (2008) ar-

gument about the conditions of successful military occupations has important overlaps with

the traditional bellocentric stateformation literature (Centeno 2002, Desch 1996, Tilly 1993).

Yet throughout the text, Tilly or other state formation scholars are not discussed when the

arguments are similar or complement each other.

Similarly, much of the modern statebuilding literature only focuses on modern state-

building operations, while not critically engaging with the state formation literature that

lays out the difficulties of developing strong centralized political authority throughout his-

tory.23 While it is the case that extended political authority from afar to territory outside

one’s sovereign jurisdiction is a slightly different issue, thinking critically about the simi-

larities across the literatures can provide unique insights into determinants of foreign rule

success. Gerring et al. (2011) provide one example of the benefits of thinking about state

formation and foreign rule together in when they compare the political organization of colo-

nial empires and federal states. The crux of the article focuses on the relationship of British

indirect rule and the nation-state relationship of federalism. Both end up having similar

roots and theoretical pre-determinants that lead to their arrival, a finding which only be-

comes apparent once we move beyond legalistic thinking to relational analysis and concept

building. Examining the longue dure of state formation and domestic statebuilding provides

countless of examples of successful and failed attempted relational structures that various

actors have tried over the centuries to impose political order. Mining this history for possible

hypotheses and arguments on the imposition of political order by a foreign ruler would only

22Recently, Butcher and Griffiths (2017) and others have begun to classify and relate these forms of
international relationships in a productive way, something unifying the foreign rule literature could help
impose.

23For example, much of the post-conflict state building literature examines the role of federalism in pro-
moting stable states (Wolff 2011), but does not look at the history of federal state formation that may
provide insights on the difficulties of this arrangement (Ziblatt 2008).
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serve to enrich this literature.

Third, the relational structure approach allows scholars and policymakers to view various

types of foreign rule as policy substitutes or alternative forms of the same policy, rather

than distinct actions when making policy recommendations. Reconceptualizing foreign rule

as a relational structure allows potential foreign rulers to evaluate which form of foreign

rule they would like to engage in and encourages thinking about potential strategy during

foreign rule. It also allows scholars to think about different strategic choices states could have

made during foreign rule and examining when and why they chose a particular relational

structure. Different strategies of foreign rule have been attempted across time, but shocking

similarities appear when one places the strategies into the relational structure context. In

other work, I argue that strategies of foreign rule across time seem to fall into two main

categories: leadership or institutional strategies.

Similarly, Saunders (2011) argues that military interventions largely follow transforma-

tional or non-transformational strategies. These strategies exist across time, from enacting

foreign rule through local leaders in empires to directly changing institutional structures

throughout colonies. 24 Sadly, little examination of historical strategies of foreign rule seems

to take place, and when it does happen, it is restricted to a limited sub-type envisioned by

the legal definitions.25 Limiting one’s analysis to only historical cases that fit a narrow legal

definition leads to sub-optimal outcomes as the great lessons of history are lost. Instead of

being confused why some view peacebuilding operations as similar to colonial rule, examin-

ing what colonial rule can teach us about successful foreign rule or counterinsurgency is more

prudent (MacDonald 2013). Examining policy choices of today and being able to reflect on

the similar relational structures of the past would only aid in our understanding of foreign

rule and future policy options.

Finally, an important implication of the relational structure approach, perhaps more

importantly, is it brings the population under foreign rule back into the definition. Often,

when discussing foreign rule, even when discussing resistance against foreign rule, scholars

only focus on the foreign ruler and define the action based on the foreign ruler’s choices

and actions. This causes the local population to be absent from studies of foreign rule

and only the strategic choices of the foreign ruler seem to matter. When only focusing

on legal definitions based on goals and intentions of the foreign actor, local perceptions of

24For example see Barkey (2008).
25For example, during the decision making process following the Iraqi invasion of 2003, US officials in

charge did not have a direct plan for the post-war operation, and changed it drastically when they arrived
in country. Problematically, the identified a military occupation as the form of foreign rule needed and then
looked to the only other two ’military occupations’ the US carried out post World War II: Germany and
Japan. Thus, they determined to re-invent society the same way the US did 70 years ago even though many
scholars said at the time the comparison was inaccurate.(Bremer 2006, Feith 2008)
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those intentions and their experiences with foreign rule are lost in the shuffle. Many foreign

rulers try to use different names for their missions of foreign rule to signal their intentions

to local populations, but local populations often cannot tell the difference (if there is one).

There is no reason for local populations to assume that calling an operation of foreign rule

‘peacebuilding’ would cause any different behavior than earlier missions of colonial rule or

occupation. This is a crucial understanding to embrace when discussing foreign rule for

many reasons, but chiefly, for understanding why rhetorical gymnastics and defining new

missions as unique operations do not work with local populations. We like to think local

actors can discern the intentions of the foreign ruler, and the foreign ruler can signal via

what they name their mission of foreign rule how long they intend to stay and their goals.

However given the historical legacy of hierarchal domination in many regions of the world.

Lawrence (2013), for example, examines the relationship between the foreign ruler (France)

and the local population (North African colonies) and teases out interesting insights into

when resistance to colonial rule increases and decreases based on the relationship between

the foreign ruler and the local territory. Encouraging scholars to focus on the relational

structure of foreign rule would have the added benefit of encouraging more thinking about

the local population side of the relationship as well, and taking into account all aspects of the

relationship. The relational approach reminds us that international relations exists between

two parties, not just the more powerful nation in a dyad. Explicitly defining our concepts in

terms of these relationships will only serve to improve our definitional rigor and ensure that

our understanding of foreign rule focuses on both sides of the relationship.

Thus, recognizing the clear importance of the relational structure approach to help im-

prove our understanding of international hierarchy and foreign rule across time and space,

moving studies of international hierarchy to more united concepts would greatly aid our

analysis. Encouraging a recognition of the historical similarities between modern problems

of establishing political order and other forms of hierarchical domination in the past helps

reframe our analysis into more fruitful forms of inquiry. While the concept of foreign rule is

one step in this direction, others can move to reconceptualize the field in similar ways when

discussing hierarchical relationships in international relations. As hierarchy studies become

more prevalent and relational analyses of international politics are enhanced, refraining from

over-bifurcation of our concepts is an important step to remember. Through sound concep-

tualization and a focus on relationships as they are, only then can we adequately test our

theories for successful imposition of international hierarchy and analogize accurately about

historical similarities.
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